
Fitting Givi hard luggage to your bike. 

 

Givi luggage systems are NOT a universal fit.  In order to fit your topbox and/or 

panniers, you will need the specific Givi hardware for your bike.  Not all luggage 

systems are suitable for all bikes.   

 

Givi make three different types of box mounting systems – Monokey, Monolock and 

V35.  Monokey boxes are larger and sturdier, and can be mounted either on top as a 

topbox, or on the side as a pannier.  Monolock boxes are smaller and more suitable 

for scooters and small motorcycles.  They can be mounted on the top as topboxes 

only, and come with a basic mounting plate supplied.  V35 boxes are aerodynamic 

shaped panniers and can be mounted only on the sides.  They are sold as a pair. 

 

The three systems are NOT interchangeable.  You cannot mount a Monokey box on a 

Monolock plate, or vice versa.  You are advised to choose your luggage first, then 

choose the appropriate hardware to suit both the luggage and your bike.  

 

If you simply wish to fit a small Monolock topbox to a scooter, then you can do so by 

mounting the box directly on to the rear carrier rack using the standard plate and 

hardware supplied with the box.  Only Monolock boxes can be mounted in this way.  

If your scooter or motorcycle does not have a rear rack as standard, then you will 

need to purchase the bike-specific mounting hardware.  If you wish to mount a 

Monokey box (suitable for larger bikes) you will need to purchase the bike-specific 

hardware.  The plate is included with the price of the hardware, but you need to tell 

your dealer which box you plan to use so that they can supply the correct plate. 

 

1. Go to the Givi fitments site by clicking here.  Follow the instructions to find your 

motorcycle.   

2. You will see a list of all the products made by Givi for your bike. 

3. If you wish to mount a topbox, you will need either specific Monorack arms 

(part number ending in F or FZ), or a specific plate, depending on the bike 

(part number beginning with SR).   

4. If you wish to mount a set of panniers you will need tubular sidecase holders 

(part numbers beginning with PL, PLX or PLXR).  PL holders are used for 

standard Monokey panniers.  PLX holders are for V35 panniers only.  PLXR 

holders are for V35 panniers only and incorporate a quick release system. 

5. If you wish to mount both topbox and panniers, you will need both sets of 

hardware.  If a special fitting kit is needed for your bike, this will also be listed.  

You can also use the wingrackSystem (N140/N141 together with a bike-

specific “Y” series fitting kit. 

6. Make a note of all the relevant part numbers. 

7. Return to the Eurobike site, and go to the relevant catalogue listing to find the 

part numbers you need.  You will be able to see if the hardware is in stock, 

and the recommended retail price. 

 

Please note, if your motorcycle is not listed, it means Givi do not make mounting 

hardware for your bike. To fit panniers to a bike not listed on the Givi site, you may be 

able to use a Wingrack N140 or N141 with a “Y” series universal fitting kit.  Your local 

Givi dealer can advise you further in this regard. 


